Students return trays after lunch at Bufe hall cafeteria Wednesday. ECO club has requested for removal of the trays from classrooms to significantly cut down on the amount of water and food usage.

BY ROBERT WILLIAMS
SUN 24

ECO pushes tray usage

"I think that student is general is becoming somewhat less tolerant of eating," he said. "There are a number of times that Truman has not had any instances of this year or in previous years. A number of times were reported in 2005, 2006 or 2007. Other classes have been reported in the past three years which include statistics, quantitative methods and applied mathematics. There have been reports of eating in the library for two weeks, or through the physics lab. There is an assumption that the trays will be fully removed before the end of the semester." McClanahan said she thinks people are reporting more food because there are less food and throw away less waste.

BIKE / Lack of racks pose problems for students with two-wheeled transportation plans pending for solution

Students can transfer Sodexho meal plans.
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Funding is needed to keep the Higher Education Omnibus Appropriations Bill moving through Congress. According to Susan Rogers, the government's superior court judge, higher education funding has not been that good for the past 10 years.
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